
 

CMR College of Engineering & Technology (CMR CET) launched Centre for Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship (CIE) to initiate the Ideas of Students into Business outcome with an 
objective to Foster and encourage Entrepreneurship; Commercialize technologies based 
innovations & develop eco-system for a sustainable and holistic growth. As part of CIE, 
many events have been conducted till date in CMRCET according to the MIC Calendar. So 
far, three (3) Ideation Days have been conducted in which the students presented more than 
200 Ideas from different domains which include Computer Technology, Health & Medical, 
Agriculture, Mobile Security, Teaching Aids, Transportation & Shipment, Food and Supply 
Management, Defence, Robotics, IOT etc and Five (5) ideas have been accepted for 
incubation start ups.  

On 22nd April 2019, at 12:00 PM, Prof. Anil D. Sahasrabudhe gave a talk on the first edition 
of India first leadership talk series with the theme ‘Future of Technical Education in India’ 
which was aired live on various websites. Prof. Anil D. Sahasrabudhe is the chairman of All 
India Council for Technical Education. 

1. Followed IIC timeline: 

The Institutions Innovation Council (IIC) timeline was perfectly followed as per schedule at 
the 350 capacitor CMRCET Auditorium on 22nd April 2019 at 12:00 PM. All the required 
arrangements were made prior to the event and all the students and faculty were seated in the 



auditorium fifteen (15) minutes prior to the event to avoid any last minute hassles. The video 
was live streamed on https://www.mic.gov.in/live.html.  

2. Number of participants ( Students) 

A total number of 312 students from the various streams of CSE, EEE, Civil, Mechanical and 
ECE of CMRCET participated in the event.  

3. Number of participants ( Faculty) 

A total number of 28 faculties from the various streams of CSE, EEE and ECE of CMRCET 
participated in the event. They did a wonderful job by making the students seated in the 
auditorium by 11:45 AM and by monitoring them. They added value by briefing the main 
contents of the talk in their free time to the students who were unable to attend. 

4. Report upload 

Photographs of the event attended by the students and faculty with the live screen in the back 
ground, covering different angles were taken on this occasion.   

 A one minute video coverage of the event was shot at the event.  

 The event was well promoted in advance by CMRCET on Face book and Twitter by 
the IIC Social Media coordinator, Mr. Siva Skanda, Assoc. Professor, Dept. of CSE. 

 The event was well promoted in advance by CMRCET on the College website and 
other social media pages like Face book and Twitter. 

 The participants carried along many learning’s with them for the day. First of all they 
were very happy to see Prof. Anil D. Sahasrabudhe. They exclaimed that the 
department of MHRD is very helpful for the students and most of their doubts have 
been clarified during the talk. Many labs started by the college like the social 
innovation lab and EE lab are very helpful in improving their knowledge. Such talks 
provide the students with an opportunity to raise their doubts and reach a solution 
through the clarity received. The ‘ideation day’ held at the college proves the vision 
of MHRD coming true to a large extent. They got exposed to practical knowledge; got 
to know the problems around them and the benefit the students get by going on 
community visits to rural areas to understand their problems. It was real time learning 
for all the students who are looking for more opportunities to get more projects as part 
of their learning. The innovation cell of the college is one such good example where 
the students are encouraged for presenting new ideas and thank the MHRD for giving 
them such a platform. The NSS camp was recently conducted in the nearby villages 
and the students got to know the real problems faced by the people. Finally they felt 
honoured to have heard the session. 
 

5. Feedback from IIC students member 

Feedback was taken from many students to understand their understanding of the talk.  

Please find below the feedback of one student member. 



6. Venue and arrangement for live telecast of the event.  

All the needed arrangements were made one day prior to the event, i.e. on 21st April 2019. 
The 350 capacitor CMRCET auditorium was kept spic and span with the upcoming event at 
hand. The A/V was tested for its functioning along with the internet connections. Back up 
was also kept ready anticipating power failures.  

The event concluded finally with the faculty and students leaving the auditorium with utmost 
satisfaction. 

 


